
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4304 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest11 March 1996HU ISSN 0374 { 0676PERIOD CHANGES IN V839 OPHIUCHIThe eclipsing binary V839 Oph (BD +09�3584 = HD166231 = GSC1009.264, �2000 =18h9m21:s4, �2000 = 9�904:003, Sp. F8V, Vmax = 8.7 mag) is a relatively well-known W UMatype binary system with a period of 0.4090 day. This bright variable star belongs to thenearest binaries and therefore it was also included into the Hipparcos program of parallaxmeasurement from space (Dworak & Oblak 1987, 1989). It was discovered to be a variablestar by Rigollet (1947), the �rst photoelectric measurements were presented by Binnendijk(1960). Later on, photometric measurements were obtained by Wilson & O'Toole (1965),Lafta & Grainger (1985) and Niarchos (1988, 1989). The recent photoelectric times ofminima were published by Han�zl (1990, 1991), Demircan et al. (1994) and Agerer &H�ubscher (1995).Our new CCD photometric observations of V839 Oph were carried out during Augustand October 1995 at Ond�rejov Observatory, Czech Republic, using a 65cm reectingtelescope with a CCD-camera (SBIG ST-6) at the primary focus. The measurementswere done using the standard Johnson V �lter with 20 s exposure time. One additionaltime of primary minimumwas obtained in October 1995 at the R. Szafraniec Observatory,Metzerlen, Switzerland, using a 35cm Cassegrain telescope with the same CCD-cameraand without any �lter.The star GSC1009.464 = BD +09�3578 (V = 9.04 mag) { used also by Binnendijk(1960) and other observers { on the same frame as V839 Oph served as a comparisonstar. All CCD data were reduced using a software developed at Ond�rejov Observatoryby P. Pravec and M. Velen (Pravec et al. 1994). The times of primary minima and theirerror were determined as mean values the Kwee{van Woerden (1956) method and theparabolic �t into the data �le. They are presented in Table 1. In this table N stands forthe number of measurements used for the determination of minimum time. The epochswere calculated using the linear light elements given in GCVS (Kholopov et al. 1985):Pri. Min. = HJD24 40448.4129 + 0.40899532 � E.The period changes of V839 Oph were studied by means of O�C diagram analysis.We took into consideration all photoelectric times of minima found in the literature aswell as the �rst visual minimum obtained by the discoverer (E = �21664.5). The othernumerous visual estimations were not included due to the large scatter of the data.



2Table 1. New precise times of primary minima of V839 OphJD Hel.� Error N Epoch Observatory24 00000 (10�4d)49954.3939 0.0001 45 23242.0 Ond�rejov49995.2942 0.0001 82 23342.0 Ond�rejov50013.2907 0.0003 31 23386.0 Metzerlen
Figure 1. O�C residuals for the times of minima of V839 Oph with respect to the linear light elements.The dashed curve represents the parabolic approximation. The individual primary and secondaryphotoelectric times are denoted by circles, the �rst visual estimation by triangle.A total 52 times of minimum light were incorporated in our analysis, with 23 secondaryeclipses among them. We derived new quadratic light elements by the least squaresmethod:Pri. Min. = HJD 24 40448.4019 + 0.40899634 � E + 1.73 � 10�10 � E2.�8 �23 �0:12It indicates, that the period of V839 Oph is increasing. From these elements we obtained�PP = 8:46 �10�10. The O�C residuals for all times of minimumwith respect to the linearephemeris are shown in Figure 1. The non-linear �t, corresponding to the calculatedelements is plotted as a dashed curve.Subtracting the parabolic term in light elements, which could be caused by a masstransfer or mass loss from the system, the O � C2 diagram can be plotted. Signi�cantquasi-sinusoidal variation of these residuals are easily seen in Figure 2. This additionalphenomenon can be caused by the presence of a third body in this system (light-timee�ect) or by magnetic activity of the components, which was described recently by Ap-plegate (1992). The preliminary period of a third body orbit or a magnetic cycle couldbe P3 ' 11000 days = 30 years.
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Figure 2. O�C2 residuals for the times of minimum of V839 Oph after subtracting the parabolic termin light elements. The quasi-sinusoidal pro�le with the period of about 30 years is remarkable.No �rm solution of the present O � C2 diagram could be given because the predictedperiod is not covered su�ciently by precise photoelectric measurements. More high accu-racy timings of this eclipsing binary are necessary in the future to expand the time spanfor better analysis of both of these phenomena.Acknowledgement. This work has been supported in part by the Grant Agency of theCzech Republic, grant No. 205-95-1498 and by the ESO C&EE Programme, grant No.A-02-069. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Dr. Roger Diethelm, R. SzafraniecObservatory, Metzerlen, in providing for our CCD observations. We are thankful to Mr.Franz Agerer, BAV, for extracting all timings of V839 Oph from the Lichtenknecker'sdatabase. This research has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Stras-bourg, France.Marek WOLFLenka �SAROUNOV�AAstronomical InstituteCharles University Prague�Sv�edsk�a 8CZ - 150 00 Praha 5Czech RepublicInternet : wolf@earn.cvut.cz Petr MOL�IK�Stef�anik ObservatoryPet�r'�n 205CZ-118 46 Praha 1Czech Republic
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